To go or not to go: The relationship between commuting and withdrawal behavior
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Abstract
The purpose of the study is to check if the cost of commuting reduces job satisfaction and lead to withdrawal. A cross-sectional design is implemented by electronic surveys through a snowball sampling (N=210). Regression analysis and SPSS extension called PROCESS is used. Study could not generate enough statistical power to point out a relationship between the time spent during the commute and withdrawal behavior, between the money spent during the commute and withdrawal behavior, between time spent during the commute and job satisfaction. The hypothesized interaction of job satisfaction both on the relationship between the time spent during the commute and withdrawal, and the money spent during the commute and withdrawal behavior are not supported. The results concluded that monetary costs of commuting reduces job satisfaction, job satisfaction mediates the relationship between the time spent during the commute and withdrawal behavior. Job satisfaction also found to mediate the relationship between monetary costs of commuting and withdrawal behavior.
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1. Introduction

Decentralization of job opportunities and residential areas have altered commuting behaviors, distances, costs and outcomes (Rouwendal, 1999) (Ben-David and Sharabi, 2009). The rise of poly-centric cities and the spread of employers across those cities have complicated travelling to and from work, thus generated organizational consequences (Clark, Huang and Withers, 2003) as it makes individuals worse off, increases stress (Koslowsky, Aizer and Krausz, 1996) and makes people believe they are undercompensated (Stutzer and Frey, 2008). Despite the costs of commuting; Stutzer and Frey (2007) mentioned that travelling longer distances can be tolerated if there are advantages associated with commuting such as better income and more desirable living environment.

Commuting also makes a greater variety of jobs accessible to individuals but at the same time it limits their employment opportunities with jobs closer to them. Commuting can offer superior housing alternatives with lower market values and lower rents as the distance to the center increases (J. van Ommeren, Rietveld and Nijkamp, 1997).

Job dissatisfaction and job mobility are among the several consequences of commuting (Novaco, Stokols and Milanesi, 1990). A study in the United States found that 48% of working adults reported greater job dissatisfaction due to commuting, 32% took commuting into consideration upon deciding on their current job, 27% of the respondents reported that they could perform their duties from home and 15% reported they would change their job for a shorter commute (Road Wage Survey, 2011). According to Kluger (1998) long distance commuting can easily be associated positively with tardiness, absenteeism and job dissatisfaction. According to Koslowsky (1997); a decrease in performance, increases in job dissatisfaction and organizational withdrawal are can be considered as consequences of the commuting experience.

Any employee weighs the costs and benefits of a particular job opportunity in any given time. In the job search period, the job seeker searches for the jobs within the same city, among the jobs that are close to the residency and jobs that are easy to access every day. As van den Berg and Gorter (1997) stated, commuting cost is an important determinant of job search behavior. As costs increase, the job seeker becomes reluctant to accept faraway jobs, or prefers relatively closer ones even if those jobs offer lower wages.

This reluctance about faraway jobs continues even when the individual actually finds a suitable job opportunity. It is the “stress that does not pay” and it generates the lowest level of positive affect and lowest level of enjoyment throughout the day (Kahneman, Krueger, Schkade, Schwarz, & Stone, 2004; Kahneman & Krueger, 2006). In order to endure a long commute, individuals have to derive or expect a form of utility from it.as it is the most disliked activity during the day, even above the work itself (Krueger, Kahneman, Schkade, Schwarz and Stone, 2009). There is a wide set of effects about the trips between home and work that are expected to result in physiologic and psychological responses, lower productivity along with increased absenteeism (Koslowsky, 1997) and lateness (J. N. van Ommeren and Gutiérrez-i-Puigarnau, 2011).
2. The Relationship between Commuting, Satisfaction and Withdrawal

Commuting cost is an important determinant when someone considers his or her willingness to accept a job offer, evaluates the wage offered prior to the job, or even decides to stay in the job. This study puts forward the argument that as the commuting costs increase, employees are more likely to exhibit withdrawal behaviors. Along with the monetary costs of commuting, time also an important part of the commuting costs (J. Van Ommeren and Fosgerau, 2009) and also there is always a tradeoff between wages and costs. According to those arguments, this study hypothesizes as follows:

- **Hypothesis 1:** Time spent during the commute is positively related to withdrawal behavior.
- **Hypothesis 2:** Monetary costs of commuting are positively related to withdrawal behavior.
- **Hypothesis 3:** Time spent during the commute is negatively related to job satisfaction.
- **Hypothesis 4:** Monetary costs of commuting are negatively related to job satisfaction.

**Indirect Effects of Commuting Costs on Withdrawal through Job Satisfaction**

Withdrawal behaviors are the outcomes of the perceptions of injustice, mistreatment, abuse etc. and sometimes even co-workers are the reason for people to avoid the workplace (Hanisch and Hulin, 1991) (Bawa and Jantan, 2005). But among all, job satisfaction is generally accepted as the main reason of employee withdrawal (Robbins and Judge, 2010).

Borrowing the argumentation from the theory of planned behavior (Ajzen, 1991), one can argue that dissatisfied individuals tend to exhibit withdrawal behaviors, hoping to find themselves in a more satisfying status, either by being late, or not showing up for work at all, or by changing workplaces within the same employer and finally by quitting or changing jobs. It is an instrument that helps workers escape from stressors and dissatisfaction in the workplace (Spector et al., 2006).

Costa, Pickup and Martino (1988) found that commuters and non-commuters differ significantly in their levels of job satisfaction, because only about 28% of the commuters were found to be satisfied with their jobs. As proposed in the work of Brooke (1986); the relationship between the predecessors and withdrawal behavior is mediated by job satisfaction and this mediating relationship is pretty much consistent throughout studies. Similarly, this study proposes that the costs of commuting indirectly effect withdrawal behavior through job satisfaction, as job satisfaction being both a mediator and a moderator. Any commuting experience is hypothesized to be prone to generate an effect on withdrawal behavior depending on the individuals level of satisfaction from its job.

- **Hypothesis 5:** Job satisfaction mediates the relationship between the time spent during the commute and withdrawal.
Hypothesis 6: Job satisfaction mediates the relationship between the monetary cost of commuting and withdrawal.

Hypothesis 7: Job satisfaction moderates the relationship between the time spent during the commute and withdrawal.

Hypothesis 8: Job satisfaction moderates the relationship between the monetary cost of commuting and withdrawal.

3. Participants and Procedure

Data were collected from employees through a snowball sampling procedure in Turkey. Respondents were asked to participate by providing them the survey link through e-mails and they were further asked to invite their professional networks, acquaintances, friends and family to the study. We were able to achieve a diverse sample because we did not limit the profession or industry. As a side effect of the e-mail snowballing, a response rate cannot be generated.

A total of 210 working people responded to the study. Majority of the participants were male (79%), about half of the participants were under the age of 30 (55.2%).

49% of the sample were single, 18.1% of the participants were married with a non-working spouse and 32.9% of the participants had a working spouse.

Our sample consists of highly educated individuals with an average tenure of 3 years. 21 people (10%) have at least a high school education, 132 people have at least college degree (62.9%) and 57 people have (27.1%) post graduate degrees or higher.

All constructs were assessed with validated scales. Survey consists of a job satisfaction scale created by Spector (1985). This scale has proven to be valid and reliable in Turkish. Participants responded using a 5-point Likert scale ranging from 1 (disagree very much) to 5 (agree very much), and the scale displayed high internal consistency for the current sample ($\alpha = 0.87$).

Withdrawal was measured with the items from the study of Gruys and Sackett (2003). Using a response format ranging from 1 (never) to 5 (always), we asked participants to indicate the frequency with which they behaved as such. A sample item was “Intentionally come to work late”. The reliability score for this scale was $\alpha = 0.76$.

Money and time spent on commuting were assessed with semantic scales. For the monetary costs, the amount of money spent is asked as a proportion to income with the responses ranging from 1 (too little) to 5 (too much). The information about the time spent during the commute is asked with the response options from 1 (up to 20 minutes) to 5 (100 minutes or more).

4. Data Analysis

To test our hypothesis about the positive relationship between the time spent during the commute and withdrawal behavior, we conducted a regression analysis. Analysis resulted a
very small $R^2 (R^2 = 0.011)$ with a $p = 0.126$. According to our data, our study could not generate enough statistical power to point out a relationship between time spent during the commute and withdrawal behavior. Thus, Hypothesis 1 is not supported.

A regression analysis between monetary cost and withdrawal behavior resulted in a $R^2$ value ($R^2 = 0.002$) and a $p = 0.550$. Due to the small $R^2$ value and a non-significant $p$, there is not enough statistical significance to propose that money spent on commuting can affect withdrawal behavior and to support Hypothesis 2.

Regression analysis for the relationship between time spent during the commute and job satisfaction resulted in a $R^2$ value of 0.103; thus Hypothesis 3 is not supported. ($p = 0.103$).

The relationship between the monetary cost of commuting and job satisfaction found to be significant at $p = 0.019$ with a $R^2$ value of 0.026. Negative relationship is confirmed in this analysis with a negative value of $\beta$. Monetary costs of commuting was negatively related to job satisfaction, supporting our Hypothesis 4.

In order to test the mediation effect, we applied conditional process analysis by using the PROCESS macro created by Hayes (2013). The analysis resulted in a significant negative indirect effect and supported the Hypothesis 5 (LLCI: -0.0629 – ULCI: -0.018; 10000 bootstrap samples) that there is an indirect negative effect of time spent on commuting on withdrawal via job satisfaction.

The effect of monetary cost of commuting on withdrawal is found to be mediated by job satisfaction (LLCI: 0.0044 – ULCI: 0.1795). This result supported the Hypothesis 6.

Analyses to detect the moderating effect of job satisfaction on the relationship between time spent during the commute and withdrawal yielded non-significant results (LLCI: -0.413 – ULCI: 0.4267). Also, no significant relationship is detected between the cost of commuting and withdrawal with the interaction of job satisfaction (LLCI: -0.2758 – ULCI: 0.423). Hypotheses 7 and 8 were both not supported.

5. Discussion

Our daily life experiences showed us that commuting is almost always a nerve-racking routine one has to bear. In scientific sense, it is at the heart of city planning, transportation and housing fields and there is relatively less attention to it from an organizational behavior perspective.

In sum, the present study showed that there is statistically non-significant relationship between time spent commuting and withdrawal behavior. There might be a few reasons behind that non-significance. Time spent during the commute, is a product of distance, transport mode and infrastructure rather than being a result of a conscious choice made by the commuter. It might be considered as given and that might not interfere with the behaviors toward the job or work. Withdrawal also brings important consequences for people, especially with limited flexibility within their organizations either due to their fixed skills and current investments in their jobs and due to the shortage of other employment opportunities in the market. This can be justified according to (Muchinsky and Morrow, 1980), as they state...
that negative attitudes could not be easily expressed during periods of high unemployment. People tend to resist to their longer commutes to avoid the undesirable unemployment. That explanation seems valid in our sample because the nationwide unemployment levels were relatively high among participants at the time of the study (according to Turkstat (2014) about 10% nationwide, especially for young people at 19%; as relatively young labor force constitutes the majority of the sample).

Along with the time spent during the commute, money spent for commuting did not predict withdrawal behavior. Similar to the relationship between time cost and withdrawal; spending more money on commuting is a result of an expensive transportation, long distances and lack of other alternatives. An expensive commute can easily be seen as an outcome of overall price level and/or high costs rather than seeking a retaliation towards the work or the job. Expensive gas, high costs of public transportation, inevitable long distances and a tight labor market, can easily shift the focus away from the organization.

Concerning the non-significant relationship between time spent during the commute and job satisfaction, one might argue that this finding is parallel to the non-significant relationship between time spent commuting and withdrawal. The waste of time is not considered as a part of the job itself, but is instead seen as a result of other factors like traffic congestion etc. and it is given in the work settings. Sonnentag and Frese (2013) provides examples of studies that has weak and non significant relationships with absenteeism, even negative relationships among stressors and absenteeism. A mediating mechanism through strain or the common variance between the strain and the stressor might be the cause of such outcome between the stressor and withdrawal.

Analysis of the hypothesized indirect relationship between withdrawal and time spent commuting via job satisfaction yielded a suppression effect. Direct and indirect effects of the time costs of commuting, cancels each other out (MacKinnon, Fairchild and Fritz, 2007; MacKinnon, Krull and Lockwood, 2000). This would indicate the increased withdrawal due to the increase in commuting time is outweighed by the decreases in withdrawal due to the level of satisfaction. Job satisfaction is a dominant and well established predictor of withdrawal in comparison to the time costs of commuting, thus cancelling effects of commuting time and makes the indirect effect negative. Long commuters will experience less withdrawal if they have high levels of satisfaction with their work. Even though their commute is long, they will be consent with that and resort to withdrawal less, keeping the redeeming features of the jobs in mind. It is reasonable to infer that people with a satisfying job can acquiesce long commutes.

Moderating effect of job satisfaction is also tested both for time and money spent during the commute on withdrawal. There is no significant moderating effect has been found for our sample. The result is not surprising given the results about the direct effects and relative difficulty in finding moderator effects (McClelland and Judd, 1993) (Aguinis, 1995) (Champoux and Peters, 1987).

It should also be considered that people actually can utilize their commute. Even further, according to Redmond and Mokhtarian (2001), J. Van Ommeren (1998), Lyons and
Chatterjee (2008), Ory et al. (2004) people need an optimum commuting time rather than zero commuting and individuals are willing to travel longer than their actual commute. Consistent with that finding, commuting time is not always a waste of time, it can be something that the commuter wants just for travel purposes, to catch up with daily reading, to conduct phone calls or for things that they do not want to allocate their time otherwise. This is also supported by Ory et al. (2004) with the concept of ‘subjective mobility’ explaining the individual differences in evaluating the commute. Individuals have different views about a bad a commute, according to their level of tolerance for stressors and their utilization of the commute or their experiences during the commute.

Physical or mental, any commute is an expenditure of effort and other resources for the individual. It is not only time, but the way its allocation and individual differences are important to interpret the outcomes. van Hooff (2013) reports that psychological detachment from work during the commute is important for many commuters. Commute from work can be the time for individual to relax and unwind from work. It is a transition between work and home, and helps people change their mood and it provides a transmission between roles. Depending on the pleasantness of the commute, it can be considered a form of recovery. According to Gatersleben and Uzzell (2007), this might be the only part of the day when individuals have the chance to dedicate to themselves.

Conditions that shape the working life can also be used to explain the results. As Berry, Leelchook and Clark (2012) suggested in their study; organizational norms can be very important on the salience of withdrawal behaviors. There are many organizations with strict measures against any form of counterproductive behavior, whereas some of them might appreciate more flexibility in their work structure. Among our sample, only 13.8% of the participants reported unconventional work schedules, meaning that the majority of the participants either work in day shifts as white or blue collar workers. These forms of working often have minimum degree of flexibility, moreover those work sites are often subject to attendance controls, even surveillance to some degree.

The effect of job security on work behaviors are reported by Reisel, Probst, Chia, Maloles and König (2010). This can be regarded as an important antecedent of counterproductive behavior in various direct and indirect ways. Another study by Staufenbiel and König (2010) reports such results; arguing that challenge and hindrance effects of job insecurity as a stressor have simultaneous effects on withdrawal. Probst, Stewart, Gruys and Tierney (2007) also reported that high levels of job insecurity leads to fewer counterproductive behavior at work because it puts employees at jeopardy. As people are forced by economical factors to remain the organization, they may resort to other forms of manifestations of their dissatisfaction, rather than physical withdrawal.

**Limitations of the current study**

There are several limitations to this study. The amount of the spent during the commute and monetary costs of the commute are measured by asking participants how much they spend on both, since keeping time logs or calculating exact costs of commuting was not practical in the scope of this study.
In this study, we used cross-sectional design and measured all variables as self reports and that might have lead to common method bias. Also operationalization of withdrawal by using company reports or behavioral frequencies or a combination of those methods can be employed as a superior method, instead of using a self report measure. Self report method is chosen because of its high correlation with record based data (Shapira-Lishchinsky and Rosenblatt, 2008), to provide anonymity as advised by Fox, Spector and Miles (2001). As stated in Johns (2003), organizations rarely keep adequate records for withdrawal and access to these records are often not permitted.

As a consequence of the nature of the constructs measured, and although the efforts to achieve unanimity and confidentiality for the participants, dissatisfaction and withdrawal might be a victim of underreporting. According to Berry, Carpenter and Barratt (2012) there are skeptical views on self reports of counter-productivity. Socially undesired behaviors might be subject to socially desirable responses, especially in self reporting even though there are not any risks for the participant (Randall and Fernandes, 1991).

The demographics of the study turned out to be young, relatively new at the working life and single. These people can show varying degrees of vulnerability to unemployment and job insecurity. Young people might be more resistant to dissatisfaction and withdrawal more willing to bear the higher costs and burdens of commuting.

6. Practical Implications and Directions for Further Research

Directions For Future Research

Further studies should take concepts like stress and burnout into consideration upon investigating relationships that are hypothesized to be affected by commuting. Job market and city structure is also important and should be taken into account before designing studies.

Job security and unemployment might be more important than this study already acknowledged, and those constructs need special attention in the studies with any form of counterproductive behavior. High unemployment and tight job market curbs the tendency to withdraw from work and brings less flexibility to employers. Future studies should find ways to incorporate unemployment and job market conditions into their analysis.

Job commitment and job engagement are also among the major determinants of withdrawal, and those should be investigated as outcomes of commuting. These constructs might also be possible mediators or moderators between commuting and various organizational outcomes.

Along with job satisfaction, life satisfaction is also important as it is also affected by commuting experiences. Social interactions, family life and work-life balance are the ones that might suffer the most from an unpleasant commute. Studies incorporating these relationships will be drawing a better picture of commuting in life.

Implications for Practice

Employers should implement creative and progressive strategies against possible negative effects of commuting regardless of the current situation in order to avoid long term stressor
effects and productivity concerns. Flexible working hours and compressed work weeks would help workers to allocate their productive time to work. Commuting related problems should be a mutual concern for both parties rather than leaving the burden to the commuter.

Some employers actually put efforts into reducing the burden of commuting. The majority of the blue collar workers among our sample commute with the company provided shuttles and this stands for an important fringe benefit. Further study might include such benefits into the design and investigate the possible effects of those benefits to outcomes.

Results also show that there is no reason for employers to put residential neighborhood limitation in the job advertisements. Employers are sometimes concerned about the applicants’ distance from the workplace and tend to discriminate the applicants whom they think will have a difficult commute if they are recruited. Results from this study have no support for this view and selecting shorter commuters will only limit the applicant pool and lead to a worse selection.

7. Conclusion

Overall, the results from this study are important because they demonstrate the effects of the money spent on commuting and monetary costs are not enough to rely on upon explaining withdrawal behaviors. Time and monetary costs are seen as elements of working life and employee has almost no discretion on the determinants. Monetary costs are dependent on the economic indicators and time spent during the commute is an outcome of infrastructure, leaving no room for the employee to adjust the behavior for a better outcome.

Commuting takes time and money, and do not use it in a productive way. In natural flow of life, it is considered one of the worst things to do in a day. A study by Krueger et al., (2009) puts commuting among the most disliked activities. As mentioned before, even working itself is not as bad as going to work.

It is important to note that commuters are all trapped with their commuting status. There are no better options for them to improve their commute and they cannot completely get rid of it. The majority of the possible improvements are beyond the their discretion and the ones that they can adjust might need long term planning. Reducing the cost of the commute is almost always impossible, given the costs associated with the commute are often exogenous.

Avoiding a lengthy commute is possible if an employer changes residence or workplace. Either one is a major life changing event, require intensive planning and takes time to implement. But the effects of a lengthy commute are immediate. If an individual suffering from a long commute plans to switch jobs, he or she will probably be faced with more dramatic situations especially in job markets with higher unemployment levels. Even in the markets with lower unemployment, fixed investments toward the job will be an important factor upon deciding to switch jobs or stay.
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